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July 16, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
I recommend PRelocate’s exemplary consulting services to anyone wishing to move to Puerto Rico.
PRelocate handled my Act 20 and Act 22 applications, and I use their virtual mailbox mail forwarding
service. My applications have since been approved, and I have engaged them to assist in the LLC filing for
my Puerto Rican business.
I was most impressed with the responsiveness of the PRelocate team. I always received prompt responses
to my questions and one-on-one support through the entire process. When required, they provided me
with recommendations, including for tax attorneys, CPAs, realtors, and other expeditors. PRelocate even
provides a free guide for newcomers to Puerto Rico that contains incredibly helpful advice and resources,
and their online Presence Tracking tool has been immensely helpful. These resources and tools have
helped me to maximize my savings and make the most of life in Puerto Rico. I particularly appreciated
meeting others who had recently relocated to Puerto Rico at the PRelocate client appreciation event.
PRelocate’s process was streamlined and transparent: the team committed to precise milestones and fully
adhered to the process. With their experience in the industry, they gave realistic deadlines that ensured
timely delivery without compromising the quality. The team was truly focused on executing each step in
my business and personal applications. Because their Act 20 services were free and their Act 22 service
fee was incredibly low, this exceptional service quality came at little to no cost.
PRelocate is reliable and dedicated to its clients, and their team did an outstanding job completing my
applications. They made the overall application process significantly easier, and my experience working
with them far exceeded my expectations. Working with Pilar and her team was the best decision I could
have made when it came to relocation, and I have already recommended them to friends and family who
are thinking about moving to Puerto Rico.
Sincerely,

Charles Byrd
President
InteliEstructura, LLC

July 1, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
As a new Puerto Rico resident and Act 20 recipient, I am writing to strongly recommend the
services of PRelocate. PRelocate helped me by walking me through the Act 20 application
process to ensure I would derive the maximum benefits from the preferential tax treatment here—
without paying a fortune in fees. Equally importantly, operations manager Pilar Rivera and her
team facilitated my relocation to Puerto Rico by giving me practical advice about moving here.
In addition to having been referred to PRelocate by a friend who is also a satisfied client, I chose
to work with the company because of their business model: they offer a free consulting service
for completing the application to move one’s business to Puerto Rico. Because my consulting
business has a simple business model, this option was ideal for me, and it saved me thousands
of dollars in fees.
The PRelocate team not only helped me to quickly form a limited liability company but also worked
with me to draft the eligible services description so that all services were included. I had to pay
only the government filing fees—everything else was free. When the government sent the draft
decree for us to review, Pilar facilitated the communication with the government about the
changes I wanted to request. When the application was approved, Pilar provided detailed
instructions on how to complete the final steps in the Act 20 application process. Because I had
not fully completed the move to Puerto Rico, I signed up for the company’s virtual address service,
which further smoothed the process.
The service I received was on par with the services a CPA or tax attorney would provide to submit
the application. Moreover, throughout the process, the PRelocate team was responsive to my
emails and questions—and they remain responsive. This underscores PRelocate’s commitment
to client satisfaction.
Although my main concern was my Act 20 application, PRelocate also gave me invaluable advice
about the practicalities of moving to Puerto Rico. The company provides a free guide that covers
everything from setting up utilities, internet, and cable to getting a driver’s license. The resources
I accessed through PRelocate considerably smoothed my transition to life in Puerto Rico, as has
the personal advice they’ve been happy to provide.

While more complex cases might require the input of a tax attorney, PRelocate will still be able to
assist with completing the application, compiling the required paperwork, and navigating the
complex submission process. Thus, you would still save a significant amount of money without
compromising on quality. I was extremely satisfied with PRelocate’s services, and I recommend
them to anyone thinking about relocating to Puerto Rico. It has been a pleasure working with Pilar
and her team.
Sincerely,

Adam Kliegman
President, RCM
San Juan, Puerto Rico

